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Abbreviations
ACC-Assistant County Commissioner
ACT-Act Change Transform
ATPU – Anti-terror Police Unit
CAP – County Action Plan
CEF – County CVE engagement Forum
CEO-Chief Executive Officer
CG-Commissioner General
CICC- Coast Interfaith Council Clerics
CIPK- Council of Imams and Preachers of Kenya
CPA -County Policing Authority
CSIC-County Security Intelligence Committee
CSO -Civil Society Organization
CVE -Countering Violent Extremism
DPCs-District Peace Committees
FBO -Faith Based Organization
FCO -Foreign and Commonwealth Office
FGDs- Focused Group Discussions
GDCAP-Guide to Developing County Action
Plans
GoK – Government of Kenya
ISIS-Islamic State of Iraq and Syria
KDF -Kenya Defense Forces
KECOSCE- Kenya Community Support Centre
LAPSSET - Lamu Port and Southern Sudan
Transport
M.P-Member of Parliament

MCA- Member of County Assembly
MRC-Mombasa Republican Council
NCTC -National Counter Terrorism Centre
NDMA-National Drought Management Authority
NGOs-Non-Governmental Organizations
NIS- National Intelligence Service
NPS-National Police Service
NSCVE -National Strategy for Countering Violent
Extremism
PESTLE - Political, Economic, Social,
Technological, Legal and Environmental factors
SWOT-Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats
TFG-Transitional Federal Government
TRCG- Tana River County Government
VE- Violent Extremism
NGAO – National Government Administration
Officers
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Where applicable, some of these definitions have been adopted from the National Strategy to Counter
Violent Extremism 2016.

These are activities which will be undertaken during the Action Plan
implementation process to influence policies which support CVE initiatives.
Development of narratives which neutralize those narrative and ideologies being
advanced by extremist and extremists' organizations.

These will be activities which the Action Plan has proposed to be employed in
reducing the number of people who are sympathetic to violence extremist groups in
Tana River County.

Providing the community with skills which enables citizens to empower themselves
economically socially and politically, hence, reducing the attraction to violence
extremist ideologies.

Enabling communities to develop narratives as a part of their culture development
given the diverse heritage of splendor within Cities.

to cause them to change their views to reject violence and extremist ideologies, and
to seek to act within Kenya's legal and constitutional bounds.

Engaging the community to openly discuss issues which affect them and reach
amicable solutions without resorting to violence extremist approaches.
Refers to individuals deserting, defecting or demobilizing from terrorist groups and
activities.
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Enabling Factors

These are factors which make the speed of violence extremism and radicalization
conducive. They include: Influence and easy access to traditional and online
media, porous boundaries, proximity to failed states, poorly governed states or
parts of the states, and political support of extremist groups, among others.

Engagement

This is reaching out to the community and encouraging them to participate in
decision-making processes, which prevent people from joining violent extremist
groups.

Lobbying

These are efforts aimed at influencing duty bearers to make laws, policies or
decisions which favor positions that respond to the need of the community.

Mobilization

Activities aimed at empowering the community to come out and participate in an
event or take a position which is deemed beneficial to the entire community

Monitoring

Periodic assessment of project activities to ensure that they are being implemented
according to agreed plans and that the desired results are being archived.

Outreach

This is a collection of different activities such as training, community visits, and
other engagements aimed at mobilizing the community towards common
approaches in addressing issues and how these affect the community.

PESTLE Analysis

This is an analysis of political, economic, social, technological, legal, and
environmental issues and how these affect the community.

Push factors

These are structural factors which create the conditions that render violent
extremism attractive. They include: social, economic, political, and cultural factors
such as marginalization, human rights violations, cultural threats, negative
perceptions, corruption, widespread unemployment, and social exclusion, among
others. These push factors emphasize the root causes of violent extremism (VE)
which can often work indirectly and in conjunction with others variables.

Pull factors

These are factors which have direct influence and lure people into being radicalized
and /or join extremism groups. They work at the individual level and have a direct
impact on recruitment and radicalization. They include promise of personal
rewards, search for social statues and respect from peers, a sense of belonging and
adventure, self –respect, glory and fame, personal relationships, appeal for a
particular leader and of social and social networks. Pull factors must exist for push
factors to have a direct influence.

v
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Radicalization

Is a gradual or phased process that employs the ideological conditioning of
individuals and groups to socialize them into violent extremism, and recruitment
into terrorist groups and campaigns.

Rehabilitation

It is a process that aims to ensure that disengaged and de-radicalized violent
extremists and terrorists, particularly returnees from Al-Shabaab and other such
groups, are given the appropriate counselling, critical reasoning tools, and
knowledge to shift their mindset and enable them to become peaceful and lawabiding citizens.

Reintegration

Refers to actions that support the social, ideological, psychological, and economic
wellbeing of rehabilitated individuals as they return to live with their families and
communities, and which ensures that they remain peaceful and law-abiding in the
long run.

Resilience

Ability of an individual or a community to overcome harsh conditions which they
are currently facing and adapt to it.

Strong Citizenship

An understanding of our values and attitudes and their impact on our beliefs and
actions. The recognition of our individual and collective strengths and challenges
towards creating a strong County. A shared vision of the future and the roles,
responsibilities, and impacts we have on making it a reality.

SWOT Analysis

Analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to Tana River County.

Terrorism

According to the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2012 (POTA), a 'terrorist act' means
an act or threat of action (a)which (1)involves the use of violence against a
person;(ii)endangers the life of a person other than the person committing the
action;(iii)creating a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or a section of
the public; (iv) results in serious damage to property; (v) involves the use firearms
or explosives;(vi)involves the release of any dangerous, hazardous, toxic or
radioactive substance or microbial or other biological agent or toxin into the
environment;(vii) interferes with an electronic system resulting in the disruption of
the provision of communication, financial, transport or other essential services;
(viii)interfacing or disruption of the provision of essential or emergency
services;(ix)prejudices National security or public safety; and (b)which is carried
out with the aim of (I) intimidating or causing fear amongst members of the public
or a section of the public; or (ii) intimidating or compelling the Government or
international organization to do or refrain from the act; or (iii) destabilizing the
religious, political, Constitutional, economic, or social instructions of a country or
an international organization .
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Terrorist groups

Are typically structured as revolutionary organizations which employ violence
intended to broaden their ideological indoctrination and mass mobilization.

Theory of change

This is a comprehensive description and illustration of how and why a desired
change is expected to happen in a particular context.

Violent Extremism

Refers to radicalized individuals who are prepared to engage in, or actively support
acts of violence in the furtherance of radically liberated undemocratic political
system or ideologies.
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FOREWORD FROM H.E THE GOVERNOR

T

ana River County is blessed with a rich and diverse natural resource potential in agriculture,
livestock, fisheries and tourism. However, despite the huge prospects and potential for
development of the County, the area remains largely underdeveloped due to a host of
internal and external factors that have undermined the capacity of the residents to exploit and enjoy
these resources.
Key among these reasons is the issue of insecurity that fundamentally emanates from the different
ethnic groups that inhabit the county and the competition of resources among the pastoralists and the
farmers. We have responded to various conflicts and have been able to ensure to ensure that members
of the council of elders and county residents are more cohesive and will remain united.
When I read this Action Plan, I was very happy at some of the pillars. In pursuit of cohesion and peace
in Tana River County, among the pillars of our administration are;
1.
Aligning Tana River to the spirit of devolution where we seek to mobilize the
people of this county to unit and live as one.
2.
Strive to build a peaceful and cohesive society
3.
Equitable distribution of resources
4.
Utilization of our local human resource potential
5.
Broadening our scope of partnerships and relationships both locally and
internationally.
It is within these pillars that effort has been put in realization of the spirit of oneness, irrespective of
our diversified ethnic mix.
Apart from all these, generally, political pillar is very important in CVE in Tana River. This is
because most of our people tend to engage in acts of violence during the election period. This is a
testimony to the role of politics in contributing or encouraging violent actions. I have said, during our
campaigns, that politicians must support unity and avoid language that can threaten peace. We know
that this can be achieved because we did it many times, including the recent concluded elections.
I am particularly happy to note that the developing of the TCAP was a consultative process that
involved diverse stakeholders among them residents, national government, Civil Society
Organizations and Community Based Organizations in the County and it is my hope that they will
sustain their interest in the implementation of the same.
Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to the Kenya Community Support Centre
(KECOSCE) for guiding the initiative of the development of the Tana River County Action plan.

H.E., RTD. Major DR. Dhadho Godhana,
TANA RIVER COUNTY GOVERNMENT
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The County of Tana River is the fifth in size amongst the Counties in Kenya. It is
not only vast in size, it also has great diversity and enjoys a rich history and
culture. This is why most people, who are considered to be natives of Tana River,
always provide stories of how they got here. We also have had to deal with each
language group asking for recognition as a distinct group. This is not bad. What
we require, however, is to ensure that these various claims of diversity must unite
us. This is because we know that when we start describing those who do not
belong to our language groups as 'others', we offer room for discrimination and
radicalization. We also know that radicalization tends to led to violent
extremism. Here in Tana River, we have witnessed cases where young men
radicalize themselves through online sites. We have also seen some people
supporting extremism without knowing and sometimes deliberately.
But we are also concerned about miss-information. We have seen many cases of
anxiety and insecurity that are caused by miss-information. Our media has (in
some instances) been sending out information without verification which
therefore fuels conflict. We ask our journalist to contribute to our CVE actions by
ensuring that the information they give out is accurate. But there is one major
asset that we have here in Tana River, that is, the many council of elders. These
elders are very instrumental towards ensuring peace, unity and security. These
elders are our assets. The elders are going to be very instrumental in
understanding why some people join VE and what can be done to mitigate it.
The elders shall also be useful in working towards the strengthening of trust
between the citizens and the law enforcement officers. This trust is what we need
to defeat Violent Extremists. We need to work together with the elders and other
leaders in building a secure Tana River.
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REMARKS FROM DIRECTOR, NCTC.
The Kenyan Security Agencies have benefited greatly from a close people-police
relationship in fighting crime and more so in the fights against violent
extremism. The amount of data coming from citizens to the security services in
Kenya has quantitatively leaped because of this kind of approach. By involving
citizens, many of them have taken up ownership of the insecurity mitigation
measures put in place.
There are also community-security agency forums where these two groups have
been able to sit down and discuss issues right at the local level that are affecting
them, which include possible recruitment and incitement areas. These have
proved to be beneficial because, a lot of times, citizens are ahead of the security
services as they understand who these people are. More of these forums ought to
be supported in countering violent extremism efforts within the Tana River
County.
We also urge security agencies to take advantage of the increased internet
penetration in the world, for timely intelligence gathering on any imminent threat
to security. This is because most of the radicalization and recruitment is taking
place here.
Security agencies also have the challenge of presenting a powerful counternarrative against that of the terrorists, which is often appealing to youths and
other marginalized groups. Most narratives are aimed at creating negative
perceptions about our law enforcement that if left unattended to will result into
widespread negativity accorded to our law enforcement officials.
Finally, it is my prayer that all the aforementioned interventions in countering
violent extremism will find a place in the implementation of this action plan
within Tana River County.

Ambassador. Dr. Kimani
DIRECTOR, NCTC.
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REMARKS FROM KENYA COMMUNITY SUPPORT CENTRE (KECOSCE)
The mandate of Kenya Community Support Centre (KECOSCE) is rooted in
a long-standing conviction that while conflicts and competition for resources
may be a common phenomenon in our country, they do not need to turn to be
violence. KECOSCE holds that negotiations and conversations have useful
contribution in the processes of conflict transformation. To do this, we
encourage dialogue between various interest groups with a view to finding
common ground amongst groups that are otherwise in opposition to each
other. Such efforts play a central role towards realization of not just harmony
but security as well.
It is on this ground that we seek to contribute to countering radicalization and
violent extremism. Our contribution is premised on the history of
KECOSCE, which attests that a combination of hard and soft approaches
contributes to more sustainable security. CVE in the soft approach provides a
framework that contributes to community empowerment and solidarity. For
KECOSCE, this TCAP provides an opportunity to enhance interaction and
trust between the security forces and communities in Tana River. Findings
from studies in Tana River County reveal that inadequate trust between the
community and security forces undermine national efforts in CVE. There is
need to ensure collaborative policing in a context like Tana River County that
is characterized by security operations. In conclusion, it is not lost on us that
the ultimate goal of these efforts is to realize a society where all live in peace
and dignity which is the foundational intention of the Constitution of Kenya.
We do hope that all actors shall embrace this framework of thought and
contribute, through the envisaged County CVE Forum, to a society that is
secure, peaceful and enjoys social and economic development.

Phyllis Muema, HSC
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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KECOSCE
in brief
www.kecosce.org

KENYA COMMUNITY SUPPORT CENTRE (KECOSCE) is a leading Kenyan non-governmental
organization that was established to address democratic governance, conﬂict management and resolution,
socio-economic empowerment and prevention of violence. The organization was founded and registered by
the Government of Kenya under Section 10 of the Non-Governmental Organizations Co-ordination Act in
2006. KECOSCE works in the Coast Region, North Eastern and Nairobi regions with plans to expand its
reach to the whole country.

VISION
MISSION

A just, peaceful and progressed society.
KECOSCE is part of the Kenyan non-state actors sector. We inspire people and
mobilize resources to strengthen our community by promoting peaceful coexistence,
good governance and sustainable social economic development at the local level and
beyond.

CORE
VALUES

PROGRAM
AREAS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Good governance for citizenship
Natural Resources management and social enterprises
Peace building, security and resilience
Institutional strengthening and development
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as well as in the facilitation of terrorist and
radical groups through the provision of food and
accommodation. Even more significant, because
of the many years and history of multiple
conflicts in Tana River, violence to some extent
seems to have been normalized. Thus, there is a
trend towards militarized socialization and
preparedness which renders a significant number
of the population to be at risk of radicalization
and violent extremism.

When a resident of Tana River, working with the
County Government, was attacked by alleged Al
th
shabby militia on 26 May 2017, the entire county
fraternity came to the realization that the county is
a possible target for terrorist attack. Prior to this
incident, the residents of the county had held and
promoted the opinion that Tana River is safe from
terrorist recruitment and attacks. The common
understanding and explanation provided, when it
comes to the threat of terror, was that the county
can only suffer by virtue of being a neighbor to the
counties of Lamu and Garissa. This was because
the two counties have experienced numerous
incidents of terrorist attacks in the past. However,
this attitude is changing due to an increased in
knowledge and awareness in communities
through stakeholders' forums and security
barazas. Now, there is an emerging awareness
that Tana River County has been and can be a
target of terror attack. In 2016, the Deputy County
Commissioner reported that security officers had
thwarted attempts of attacks on several occasions.

It is within this context and the unique
circumstances of Tana River outlined above that
this Action Plan has been developed. This was
also informed by the National Strategy on
Counter Violent Extremism (NSCVE) that was
launched in September 2016. While the NSCVE
has 9 pillars, this Action Plan has 11 pillars. The
additions of the two pillars; Economic, and
Gender and Child Protection were included to
respond to specific circumstances in Tana River.
The Action Plan also underscores the need for
increased collaboration between the County
Government and National Government in
responding to the threat of radicalization and
violent extremism in Tana River.

During stakeholder's meetings, important
information were brought to light that there have
been cases where a section of the residence in
Tana River have been involved in selfradicalization, complicity with terror suspects,
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To further ensure effective and efficient results, this action plan has focused to deliver on five key strategic
objectives of (1) “at risk” individuals are provided with vocational and life skills training, (2) “at risk”
individuals are provided with mentoring and religious guidance, (3) a Framework for integrating County
Government's Interventions into P/CVE developed and implemented, (4) mechanisms for youth's
political socialization developed and promoted, and (5) CVE forums are established to enhance
collaboration between politicians and key state and non-state actors.
This is a five-year plan that provides a platform for various stakeholders to engage in the prevention and
countering of violent extremisms. It also provides a basis for a broader cross-county dialogue on security
in Kenya.
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Summary of Tana County Action Plan
On Prevention and Countering Violent Extremism (TCAP P/CVE)
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T

ana River County is one of the six

counties in the coastal region. It borders
Kitui County to the West, Garissa County
to the North East, Isiolo County to the North, Lamu
County to the South East, and Kilifi County to the
South. The county lies between latitudes 00 0'53”
and 20 0'41'' South, and longitudes 380 25'43” and
400 15' East. The county has a total area of
38,862.2 Km2 with a projected population of
276,567(KNBS, 2014) and covers about 76 km of
the coastal strip. The county is composed of three
administrative sub-counties, namely, Tana North,
Tana River, Tana Delta; and three constituencies,
namely, Galole, Bura and Garsen; as well as 15
electoral wards. Historically, Tana Delta has
experienced insecurity, mostly, as a result of
banditry and conflict resulting from ethnic
differences over control of natural resources,
mainly, between farmers and pastoralists. The
worst violent conflict was in 2012, prior to the
2013 General Election, where over 400 people
were killed, villages burnt down, key service
provision institutions like health and schools
closed down, and thousands of people displaced.

The recently concluded 2017General Elections
resulted to the death of six people, including
election officials, which almost ignited violence
between two major conflicting communities, the
Pokomo and Orma.
Although the youth comprise the vast proportion
of victims of violence, they have also made up the
bulk of recruits to local criminal gangs and violent
extremist groups. This recruitment focuses
predominantly on individuals between 15 and 35
years of age, which is perpetrated, chiefly, by AlShabaab operating in Somalia whose porous
borders are near Tana River. Conflicts in the Delta
have provided fertile ground for violent extremist
groups, such as Al Shabaab to recruit youths by
exploiting such negative conditions on the ground.
Recently, the county has been put under military
curfew by the Government to prevent further
terrorist attacks and loss of lives. On the other
hand, young people can also play pivotal roles in
articulating and working towards the achievement
of economic, political, and social change, and
whose expertise is central to building and
promoting resilient communities and countering
violent extremism (CVE) in the county.

Pickmeier, U 2012, Land Acquisitions in Tana Delta, Kenya: (Bio-)fueling Local Conflicts?, Radbound University, Nijmegen
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CHAPTER TWO
2.1 About Tana River
In spatial dimensions, Tana River is the 5th largest
in the country in terms of landmass with 38,
437km² in land area. The County gets its name
from River Tana-- Kenya's largest river which
stretches for about 1,000km from Aberdare
Mountains. Tana River County borders Garissa
County to the North, Isiolo County to the North
West, Lamu County to the North East, Kilifi
County to the Southeast, Taita-Taveta County to
the South, and Kitui County to the West. Largely,
however, most of Tana River County is arid. This
situation was meant to be remedied by the Bura and
Hola irrigation schemes that had been major
contributors to Kenya's food stock in the 1980s and
early 90s, but which dried up later.
Indeed, while the county has significant and
attractive water bodies, and home to beautiful
natural ecosystem, such as the ox-bow lakes,
which can be developed as potential tourist
attractions, the long-running conflicts reported in
the area has hindered the county's development.
Most pundits ascribe this as a conflict between the
Pokomo farmers and Orma pastoralists. On the
other hand, the county is home to many other
groups that claim 'nativeness' in Tana River beyond
these two ethnic groups.

These included the Watta, Munyoyaya, Wardei,
Wailwana and Bajun. The claim of nativeness has
a very important function in understanding claims
of belonging and conflicts in Tana River. That
said, like all other parts of Kenya, Tana River is a
region that brings together ethnic groups from all
over the country. But these stories of identity in
Tana River is also influenced by various
encounters between the various community
groups amongst themselves and many other
visitors who have passed by or those that stay in
the County.
2.2 Tana River and Its Perennial Conflicts
When working with stakeholders to map out the
conflict prone areas in Tana River, the areas that
were mentioned were mainly border points or
mixed settlement areas between the Pokomo
farmers and Orma pastoralists. It is important to
note that this conflict, experienced within the river
belt, has been a longstanding struggle for natural
resources which many believed to be as old as the
th
17 Century. In their 2012 report, the Kenya
National Commission on Human Rights suggests
that the colonial administrations attempted to
resolve this conflict through the establishment of
malkas (safe passage corridors for livestock) that
would be used in animal husbandry and thus
avoiding conflicts between the Pokomo farmers
and Orma pastoralists.
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a union with the Somali Republic. This
secessionist aspirations from the people of the
North Frontier District was afforded full
expression by the Northern Province People's
Progressive Party (NPPPP). In response to such
agitations, both the British government and the
postcolonial government that followed,
administered what Daniel Branch (2011) has
called 'very light and segregative footprint' at the
North Frontier Districts that border Tana River.
As a cautionary measure against the movement
that was seeking secession from Kenya, the
government, in 1962, decided to create a 3 miles'
buffer for Somalis in Garissa away from River
Tana. This explains why the Pokomo have
always claimed that the three-mile strip on the
east bank of Tana River on the side of Garissa and
Ijara districts as theirs. Recently, however, the
land use patterns in Tana River have changed as
shown in the table below.

It is important to note that this conflict,
experienced within the river belt, has been a
longstanding struggle for natural resources which
many believed to be as old as the 17th Century. In
their 2012 report, the Kenya National
Commission on Human Rights suggests that the
colonial administrations attempted to resolve this
conflict through the establishment of malkas
(safe passage corridors for livestock) that would
be used in animal husbandry and thus avoiding
conflicts between the Pokomo farmers and Orma
pastoralists. The said role of the colonial
administration, however, does not explain the
perennial conflict in Galole which is usually
associated with the invasion of herders from the
neighboring Ijara Sub-county.Both cases can be
linked to the war against the Kenyan Somali in the
1960s who sought secession from Kenya, and
consequently,
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When speaking to stakeholders about the sociopolitical history of Tana River and the current
question of security, parallels are often drawn
between the shifta war and the Al-shabaab
insurgence. While the parallels provided by the
stakeholders have gaps, a common node that can
be identified between these two is the claim of
continued struggle against dissatisfaction and
marginalization amongst people of Somali
descent that is justified using sections of
Qur'anic principles.

This graph from Mwangi and Mwangi (2011)
study seem to be consistent with the observations
made by researcher Martin Pilly of Moi
University. In her 2007 study, the Conflict and its
Socio-Economic Impact in Garsen Division of
Tana River District, she concluded that the
environmental factors and cultural differences
between the communities led to different
perceptions in relation to resources. The question
of culture and resource diversity, however, does
not appear to be the problem. Rather, the problem
is an interplay of various factors: inequity,
historical injustice, and increased politicization
of ethnicity.
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2.3 The Resource Based Conflicts and the
History of Terror, Radicalization and Violent
Extremism
When stakeholders speak about conflicts and
violence in Tana River, these were usually
described as normal. The normalization of violent
conflict is a likely indication of looming danger
and inherent security risks in the County. In
regard to VE, media reports suggest that the most
recent reported terror threat was the one that was
made public by the Deputy County Commissioner
th
for Tana River Sub County on 18 May 2017. The
Deputy County Commissioner reported that, the
security officers had intercepted “suspected
terrorists traveling by road to attack Jamhuri Day
celebrations in Hola town”. As a safeguard, the
authorities had intensified surveillance on Mororo
bridge which connects the county to Garissa, the
Masalani bridge which connects Tana River to
Ijara Sub-County in Garissa, and the Garsen
Bridge in Tana Delta Sub-County that connects
Malindi to Mombasa towns. The measures
undertaken above aimed to protect Tana River
from acts of terror, radicalization and violent
extremist from outside the county.
There have been claims that residents of Tana
River may have joined radical groups. While no
evidence was presented during the various
sessions to substantiate this, there were various
stories and rumors pointing out that Tana River
have become a hotspot for radicalization and
violent extremism.

In of these stories, a young school going boy
disappeared and was ultimately traced in Wajir on
his way to join Al-shabaab in Somalia. Further
inquiry showed that the young man had selfradicalized through various channels online.
While there are competing interest in Tana River
which can be explained by history and culture,
conflicts in Tana River seem to heighten in the runup to elections. Statistics showed that there were
clashes at Salama in Garsen in 1996; in Zubaki,
Duwayo, Kinakomba and Mnazini in Galole, and
Idsowe and Chara in 2001; and with this recent
election (2017) in Kipini. Such incidences are
likely indication of turning ethnic identity as a
resource for political completion that can trigger
tensions and conflicts in Tana to erupt into
violence. Additionally, there is high likelihood
that these competing interests can exacerbate
existing vulnerabilities in the area that can be
translated into large scale VE and Radicalization
problem that is homegrown within Tana River.
This possibility also follows on findings by
Goldsmith (2011) which suggest that the
Mombasa Republican Council (MRC), which has
sizeable membership in Tana River, has had the
same recruitment catchment with Al Shabaab.
During the stakeholders meeting in Tana River, it
was noted that, while the MRC and Al-shabaab
recruit from the same areas, their rationale is
different.
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Those who join the MRC cite grievances similar to
those cited by individuals who join Al Shabaab but
they differ in two ways. First, those who join MRC
do it for ethnicity reasons and regard the 'other' as
those who are associated with the Kenyan state and
government. They tend to describe the state and
government as oppressive and claim that it has
excluded them. On the other hand, those who join
Al – Shabaab, claim that that there is a quest to
either fulfill certain ideological ideals or certain
collective fulfillments. They argue that they have
been marginalized and excluded because they are
Muslims. The second area that differentiates MRC
is that while Al- Shabaab recruit and organize
themselves for purpose of terrorist attack, the
MRC's main objective is secession from the state.
What is common between them is that their actions
challenge the integrity of the state and its security.
The development of the County P/CVE action
plan, therefore, takes on board the historical
account above as well as the current manifestations
of conflicts, and the claims that Tana River has
been a target as well as place of safe passage for Al
–shabaab.
2.4 Geographical Location of Tana-River
Tana River boarders Lamu County to the
Northeast. The latter has been associated with
various major terrorist attacks which has
considerable negative influence on the security of
the former county.

th

One such instances was the June 14 2014 attack
that killed more than 20 people in Lamu
(Mpeketoni village)and spread to Tana River
County (Gamba police station) killing a security
officer and other civilians. Attacks such as this are
usually carried out by attackers that are in groups
of 15-300 people. Thus, Tana River's proximity to
Lamu County render it vulnerable to experience
similar episodes as well as serve as a likely hiding
place for terrorist.
In addition, Tana River is located just a few
kilometers from Boni forest in Lamu County. The
latter provides a good cover for Al-Shabab and
any other terror groups to settle and plan for their
move or attack outside the forest. Some of the
stakeholders present during the preparatory
process of this CAP argued that Tana River may
have become a place for sympathizers of AlShabaab, whereby they hide themselves after or
before making their attacks. In the assault that
took place at the Nyali Barracks in 2014, some of
the youth who raided the facility were found to be
from Tana River County. Another well-known
terrorist, who bombed the US embassy, married a
woman in Kipini, Tana River County and were
well received by the communities.
Along the main Tana River-Lamu road, there have
been reports of road attacks leading to loss of life
of several people.
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In one these attacks, four people sustained serious
injuries after Al-Shabaab attacked the bus which
they were travelling in at Lango La Simba area in
Tana River County. The bus was travelling from
Minjila to Lamu. The roads are surrounded by
bush at both sides which provides a convenient
cover for terrorists planning to attack any truck
along the road. In response to this, the government
cleared 50 meters of bushes on each side of the
road so that motorists can take precautions if they
notice any suspicious movements. The
government also conducted similar activity along
the Minjila-Witu section of the Malindi-Lamu
road to improve visibility and forestall any attacks.
Tana River comprises of several forested
ecosystems with inadequate surveillance and
Forest Officers to guard these ecosystems. This
include Kora National park, Tana-River Primates,
Arawale National Park which borders Tana River
and Garissa County, and Tsavo National park
which borders Tana-river, Taita-Taveta and Kitui
Counties. These forested areas provides conducive
environment for the settlement of terrorist and
hides their movement from one county to another,
and serve as their training camps. In fact, there
were claims that several dead bodies were
recovered in these forests which highlights the
lack of surveillance in these areas.

The county also has a river that runs along Meru to
Kipini. The river can easily facilitate entry and
movement of people and weapons in the county,
particularly as it is connected with the Indian
Ocean and has minimal surveillance. This has
resulted to the enforcement of a ban on vessel
movement and the use of dugout canoes at night in
order to prevent or hinder the movement of any
terrorists and criminals within the county or to
other counties, and thus stop them from carrying
out atrocities.

Violent Extremist
hotspots in Tana River

Tana Delta,
Laza, boji, Bula,
Nyangoro, Lango la
Simba, Madogo, Malindi
ya Ngwena, Gamba, Chewani,
Garsen, Wayu, Ozi, Moa,
Mikinduni, Matangeni, Wayu,
Makere,

Potential violent
extremist hotspots
with radicalized
individuals.
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Mororo, Kipini, Mbalambala, Bangale,
Laza, Ngumu, Makutano, (Kalkacha)
Makere, Bura, Kinakomba, Masalani.
(Areas considered hotspots from past conﬂicts
in the County), Chara, Ngao, Kipao, Kilelengwani,
Sera, Gururi.
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In the course of developing this action plan, rapid
assessments were conducted to understand the
areas most affected by violent extremism as well as
the domestic circumstances surrounding Kenya
that contributes to the radicalization of Kenyan
nationals. In identifying the hotspots affected by
insecurity in Tana River County, majority 73% of
the respondents highlighted that they were
unaware of any radicalization hotspots.
However, those who affirmed that they know of
radicalization hotspots, 40% of the respondents
highlighted Tana Delta as a hotspot, followed by
Nyangoro as highlighted by 10% respondents.
Kipao was also identified by 9% respondents while
Kipini by 6% respondents as radicalization
hotspots. Other areas partly named by the
respondents include Boji, Bula, Bura, Chewani
ward, Chisiri, Gafuru, Galole, Gamba, Garsen,
Kalkacha, Kilelengwani, Lango la Simba, Laza,
Madogo, Makere, Malindi ya Ngwena, Matengeni,
Mikinduni, Moa, Nago, Ozi, Riketa, Wayu ward,
Wema and Witu.
Any interventions employed, therefore, should not
only concentrate in addressing radicalization in the
said hotspots but should also be proactive in
preventing this from happening in areas that may
be susceptible to radicalization as well as be able to
address underlying issues.
The study evidenced several drivers for insecurity
and radicalization in the study area.

One of these is high poverty index occasioned by
the low socio-economic levels in the region. It is
worth noting that the marginalization of this region,
in terms of resource allocation and development
interventions from successive regimes, has
resulted to an absurdly high levels of poverty that is
also reflective of poor literacy and educational
levels in the area. In most cases, the youth usually
bears the brunt of socio-economic deprivation, as
this situation renders them susceptible to
radicalization and influence by extreme ideological
orientations. Such context provides a breeding
ground for violent extremism recruitment,
particularly if there are no actions undertaken to
restore or alleviate socio-economic conditions as
well as provision of alternative discourses. The
combative strategies employed by the government
has only created a wedge between the residents of
the region and the security personnel. Whereas the
role played by the security personnel is appreciated
by majority of the residents, the residents view
them as outsiders and colluders in the perpetration
of harm against the common person.
In essence, therefore, high levels of poverty,
ignorance, illiteracy and unemployment has come
out as some of the major drives to violent
extremism in Tana River County, which are
compounded by the hard security approach
adopted by the Kenyan government.
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Support and complacency with violent extremism has also been fueled by ethnic differences associated
with the varying socio-economic levels among the residents in Tana River County. It was apparent that
socio-economic inequalities, usually observed along ethnic lines, has significant ramifications on notions
of cohesion and coexistence between and among communities in this region. Pastoralism, as a source of
livelihood, was particularly highlighted as a major contributor to the coexistence of communities in this
region as most communities and ethnic groups are pastoralist.
Thus, the programs being implemented by both governmental and non-governmental agencies should aim
at building cohesion among and between communities. The approaches should also include economic
empowerment to address high levels of poverty and unemployment in the area as these may provide a
breeding ground for radicalization. Triangulation of the two approaches thus remain of importance in
achieving de-radicalization in the region.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.1 Review of Radicalization and VE situation in Tana River in the context of NSCVE
While there were no reported terror attacks in Tana River, there were numerous cases where terror actors
had found safe passage through the county. The baseline survey and conversations with stakeholders
suggested that there were individuals and groups that were mobilizing towards violence, recruitment,
support, facilitation or engagement in ideologically motivated terrorism.
The major question of the involvement of locals with Al-shabaab and other terror groups had four major
tributaries. First and the most key reason was the normalization of violence which enabled many people to
consider terrorist related action as 'normal violence'. The second was the presence of large number of
sympathizers residing in Tana River. Some of these sympathizers were active non-combatant members of
various terror networks. In the past, some of them had been accosted mid-way while transporting
combatant members of terror network while others were caught transporting food and other utility items
to the combatants.
The third tributary related to various initiatives of self-recruitment, mainly, through online activities.
Fourth tributary is proximity of the county to VE hotspots more so Lamu and Garissa and more
importantly the Boni Forest that straddles the 3 counties Yet, because of the central place of cultural
heritage and historical injustice, may residents of Tana River practice what can largely be described as
intense inward-looking mode of life, it is possible to understand the question of P/CVE from the
perspective of vulnerabilities. It is possible to conclude that the frequent conflicts around resources and
the ethnicization of politics have tended to legitimize the use of violence to achieve political ends in Tana
River. This situation has normalized extreme behavior that offers fertile ground for radicalization and
involvement to terrorism.
To enable a comparative review and analysis of the framework provided by the NCTC's National Strategy
on Counter Violent Extremism (NSCVE) 2016, we use the Arhus model as presented in Figure 1 below
and discussed in the following section.
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Macro
unemployed
youth lack of ID
marginalization
security force
abuse ideological
factors of conflict

Personal
There is evidence of selfradicalization as well as many
people who make a personal
choice to support radical groups'
ideologies.

The relation between Tana-River
and the state has often been
expressed in the language of
neglect.

Family or
friend
affiliations
specific
Madrassas
and Mosque
cultural group

Family crisis
sense of
hopelessness
anger / fear
of security
forces.

3.2 The Aarhus Model
The Aarhus model suggests three main steps in the
process of preventing radicalization that leads to
violent extremism: (1) outreach, (2) capacity
building, and (3) exit. The first level, outreach,
reflects no particular threats or signs of
radicalization from both community and
individual. However, this step is important in
eliminating the conditions in society, both national
and local, which have the potential to push
individuals into a more radical direction. Outreach
interventions involves the government,
community leaders, and civil society to
continuously dialogue with communities that are
most affected by radicalization.

Social/Network
Most residents of Tana River
tend to work through groups
and networks

The next phase (orange zone) is where the target
groups are radicalized but are not yet violent.
Capacity building of influential members of the
community, like Imams and CSOs, helps in
countering radicalization. The field workers
receive extensive training in preventive work, and
act as crucial intermediaries in a dialogue between
civil society and potential extremists.
To ensure proactive action, the authorities, parent
and teachers monitor the individual and take note
of several warning signs, such as skipping school
all of a sudden or suddenly becoming distant from
friends and family, which can precede the decision
to become a Jihadi. The field workers of the PET
are professionally trained to spot these signals and
be able to encourage an alternative path.
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The third Phase (Red zone) is where target individuals have graduated into violent actors who must be
treated through a strategy that will prevent them from causing harm. Such individuals include foreign
fighters, who on their return must be disengaged, de-radicalized and re-integrated back to society. This
mainly involves security agents working with family members, and friends and acquaintances of the target
individual.

DeCapacity Building

Outreach

Figure 1. The Aarhus Model of Preventing Violent Extremism
(adopted from the Danish Intelligence Service (PET)
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Art and Culture, Faith based and Ideology,

Gender,

Enhance the
capacity of the
county security team

Enhanced
manageme

Economic
Rule of Law
Security, Political, Legal and Policy

cultural
diversity

vocational and life
skills training

equity

Media and Online Education

Financing &

mentoring and
religious guidance
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CHAPTER FOUR
4. 1 How TCAP Contribute to the NSCVE
2016
There have been intensive security operations in
Tana River for the last two decades. These
operations have been in response to conflicts
inherent within Tana River and to threats of
violence coming from the neighboring counties of
Lamu, Wajir, Kilifi, Mombasa, Kwale and Garissa.
While this is not to say that the counties mentioned
are the most violent in Kenya, security mapping
tend to suggest that Tana River is, most often than
not, the route that is used by militant elements who
either target or operate through these counties.
During the stakeholders meeting, residents of Tana
River rejected any likelihood that violent
extremists and terrorists' origins could be traced
back to Tana River. This notwithstanding, recent
events (notably, the kidnapping of Sylvia
Romano- an Italian lady by alleged Al Shabaab
operatives) points towards increasing recruitment
of locals in to violent extremist organizations, as
well as increasing levels of sympathy and support
to such groups.
Numerous of security personnel have been
stationed in Tana River to serve as buffer against
the passage of terror suspect from the neighboring
counties and to protect the area from potential
extremist resident therein.

The relationship between the security personnel
and the local residents has largely been
antagonistic. Frequent complaints have been
reported that the militarized approach of
responding to terrorism and violent extremism
have inherent limitations.
The limitations of a militaristic approach in
responding to and preventing violent extremism
have been reported worldwide. It was within this
context that the United Nations passed resolution
2178 (2014) which promoted a comprehensive
approach to CVE. The resolution also encouraged
various UN members' states to adopt the National
Strategy to prevent and counter violent
extremism. In essence, this approach blends
'military' and 'soft' strategies, that ensure
appropriate approaches that responds to the local
context and specific situations which is what this
CAP intends to attain. It is a contribution rather
than a substitution to the ongoing militarized
approach being used by present security
operations.
In the context of Tana River County, the soft
approach is also about creating cohesion,
patriotism and developing preventive measures.
This CAP is, thus, designed to respond to the
objectives of the NSCVE.
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4.2 Pillars of TCAP
To ensure consistency with the NSCVE, this CAP considers the various Pillars suggested by NCTC realigned and adopted to the context of Tana River. The stakeholders of Tana River added to two additional
pillars of; Economic, and Gender. Below is an analysis of the pillars issues and recommendations around
the various pillars.

The state of security in Tana River has been rated as bad over the years. This rating is historical (linked to
the days of the so called Shifta war) and recently (linked to the flare-ups of ethicized violence) over land
and natural resources. It is this background that has made the county further vulnerable to VE and
terrorism. The national government has responded to this situation by deploying various security agents
ranging from the Kenya Wildlife Services (KWS), Kenya Defense Forces (KDF) and various specialized
units of the National Police Service. This pillar is about coordinating these actions by the national
government as well as complementing them with citizens driven non-coercive measures. For success of
CVE actions in Tana River, security must be restored to the highest levels possible.
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Pillar: Political

Many authors and analysts have argued that
utterance from politicians have either flamed or
supported the numerous flare ups of violence in
Tana River. There is also a sense in which the
residents tend to follow with diligence the
position expressed by the politicians. Equally, as
most of those involved in mobilizing towards
violence are the youth. Violent gangs and
community militias seems to have formed around
certain politicians.
Ethno Political rivalry and over

Ÿ

Research has shown that stopping this kind of
political rhetoric and seeking politicians to unite,
can mitigate recruitment, support, facilitation or
engagement in ideologically motivated terrorism.
For Tana River, such united front shall be urgent in
order to reverse the current tends of VE and build
collaboration with the law enforcement agents

Strengthen the relationship

politicization of development

between the National

initiatives and agenda

Government and

Issues

County Government to

Sensitize the political
leaders to be part of
the peace building and
conflict mitigation
process

Lead Agency
Department of
Cohesion, NCIC and
political leaders

promote better

Ÿ

County governor

National Government and County

coordination (NPSK-

Ÿ

MPs

Government

Act-Article 41)

Ÿ

MCAs

Sensitize communities on

Ÿ

Women

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Poor coordination between

Ethnic politics governing the

Ÿ

election and appointment of

harmful effects of

leaders.

ethnic politics.

Lack of political good will in

Ÿ

Sensitize the political leaders

peace building and conflict

to be part of the peace

mitigation programs within

building and conflict

Tana River.

mitigation process.

Politicians suspected to be

Ÿ

enhance patriotism and

fanning inter-ethnic
violence.
Ÿ Ethno-political and ideological
socialization that supposes one
community as superior to the other

Rally political leaders to

community cohesion
Ÿ

Impose legal sanctions on
politicians found to be
fanning conflicts
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Ÿ

Advocate for negotiated
democracy as a
strategy for settling

political stalemates
Equitable distribution and
implementation of
development projects in the
County
Ÿ

The illiteracy rates are relatively high in Tana River. There is however a second concern that
competitiveness of learners in primary and secondary schools in the County is rather poor. The schools here
perform poorly in end of grade exams and the truancy rates are very high. This poor state of education
facilities increases vulnerability of the learners in the primary and secondary schools. Immediate response
that can convince parents, learners and the large community to engage education as an important institution
of human security in Tana River is necessary. Equally important, the schools are also the places where the
youth spend most of their time, this is why school environment as well as curriculum content becomes
important in P/CVE.

Low level of literacy and
awareness on violent extremism

Ÿ

Create awareness and
sensitization of

Ÿ

Issues

communities on issues

Ÿ

harmful cultural practices that

relating to VE,

promote early marriages and reject

radicalization,

education for girls.

extremism and

Ÿ

High illiteracy level

Ÿ

Low level of awareness on issues

terrorism.

about VE, radicalization,
extremism and terrorism.
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relating to VE,
radicalization,

Lead Agency: Ministry
of Education and
County government
Support Actors
Local leaders (chiefs,
village leaders)
Political leaders.
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Ÿ

Inadequate learning

Ÿ

institutions (tertiary and

appreciate vocational

higher learning institutions)

training.

and wrong attitudes towards

Ÿ

upgrading of existing

Lack of standardized and

structures.

unregulated religious
curriculum education.
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Equitable distribution of
scholarships and

Limited access to higher
education due to poverty

bursaries by county and

Poor political goodwill to

national government to
facilitate learning.

promote education and
support to local education

Ÿ

communities living in the

Long bureaucracies on

County.

registration of training and
private education services e.g.

Reintroduction of mobile
schools for pastoral

institutions.
Ÿ

Establishment of more
learning institutions and

education
Ÿ

Sensitize communities to

Ÿ

improve infrastructure in

computer schools private

the county to attract

schools, colleges etc

investments in education,
Ÿ

hold county exhibitions
and graduation
ceremonies to keep
children in school.

Ÿ

equip and modernise

education facilities
Ÿ

create awareness amongst
the population on the
importance of education
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Ÿ

Implement government
directives and p0licies
on education e.g. free
and compulsory

education
Lead Agency National
Government –ministry of
education

Ÿ

The spread of VE is also linked to precarious lives and limited opportunities. Often those who are swayed
or choose to join VE groups have been found to have been individuals or groups with limited opportunities
.Even in cases where individuals have been radicalized into VE, it this question of limited life skills that
escalates vulnerabilities. This CAP invests in building like skills and creating an environment where
vocational trainings to be accepted as modes of gaining livelihoods.

Inadequate skills-building

Ÿ
Ÿ

Provision of training

Ÿ

Train and build the

center and activities for

facilities by National

capacity of local

youth, hence, making them

Government to sensitize

council of elders on

vulnerable to radicalization

communities on

alternative dispute

radicalization and

resolution and

violent extremism.

negotiated

Train local experts to

democracy

Issues
Inadequate training facilities
to sensitize communities.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Inadequate capacity to
conduct trauma healing

Ÿ

facilitate trauma healing
workshops.
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Ÿ

Ÿ

Low level of understanding and

Ÿ

Mainstream CVE in to the

documentation of PCVE

County Integrated

issues in the county.

Development Plan

Lack of skills and financial

Ÿ

Train peace committees

support for peace committees

and other local structures

and other local structures on

on peace, conflict

peace, conflict resolution,

resolution, nationhood etc

nationhood etc
Ÿ Low security awareness
amongst the population on
security and cohesion.

Ÿ

Conduct security
awareness campaigns in
all wards to get citizens
involved in security and
cohesion efforts

Ÿ

Build capacity of local
organizations to conduct
research and
documentation of CVE
related issues in the
County.

Ÿ

Train and build the
capacity of local council
of elders on alternative
dispute resolution and

negotiated democracy.
Train peace committees on
peace building and conflict
mitigation.
Ÿ
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Pillar: Arts and Culture

Life and interactions in Tana River is, largely, defined using culture. Culture has been used to define and
explain how various language groups ended up in Tana River. Culture is used to explain why certain
language groups reside in a particular area and why certain regions can only be called by particular
names. Besides, there are two crown kings in Tana River who reign and are said to guide various language
groups, and chairs of strong council of elders who guide clans. These Kings are noted as key influencers
with their legitimacy being culture. Finally, the boundaries and even the economy in Tana River County is
largely defined using culture.
Recommendations

Broader Issue
Retrogressive Cultural Practices

Ÿ

Empowerment of

hindering community integration

communities to drop

and information sharing

retrogressive cultures to
enhance sharing of

Issues
Ÿ Inadequate inclusion of local

information between

structures such as Gasa,

communities and law

Matadeda and Mabongolo

enforcement.
Include local structures in

(women equivalent for Council

Ÿ

of Elders) in peace building

peace building efforts and in

endeavors.

local governance.
Ÿ Enhance promotion of
positive arts and cultural
activities that enhance the
propagation of a sense of
identity and belonging for the
youth in Tana River.

Ÿ

Low intercommunal

integration
Ÿ Political interference and
influence in decision making
processes of councils of elders
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Priority Action

Stakeholders

Empowerment of
communities to drop
retrogressive cultures to
enhance sharing of
information between
communities and law
enforcement.

Lead agency - Council of
elders and Kings
Support Actors
Local leaders
County Government
National Government
Administrative Officers.
Youth, women and
people with disability
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Pillar: Economic

The economic poverty levels in Tana River are recorded to be relative high. But even of more concern are
the levels of inequality within Tana River. At the same time, there is concern that ethnic favoritism a
situation where co-ethnics benefits from patronage and public policy decisions, and thus receive a
disproportionate share of public resources, when members of their ethnic group control the government.
This situation is said to have reduced community cohesion and their sense of joint purpose. The Tana River
County Government shall be particularly critical to ensure that devolution development processes and
outcomes do enhance equality and inclusion. The prioritization of this pillar aims at responding to
underlying narratives of marginalization that could be used to further create grounds for VE.
Broader Issue
Ÿ High level of poverty

Recommendations
Ÿ

Issues
Ÿ

Low investor confidence in
the county

Ÿ

High unemployment rates
among the youth

Ÿ

Under exploited extractive

Ÿ

Ÿ

living at household

attraction to the

level e.g. county

county through

health insurance

promotion of positive

cover.

image of the County;

Improve investor's

from Tana River to other

county through

Counties

promotion of positive
image of the County.

extraction/mining Act

Ÿ

Lead Agency:
Lead Agency for
planning and
development
County
Government.
National

attraction to the

Lack of natural resource

Stakeholders

Improve investor's
confidence and

"Brain and economic drain"

Ÿ

Ÿ

that reduce the cost of

confidence and

industry
Ÿ

Implement programs

Priority Action

Encourage innovations
and growth of the
SME sector.
Effective utilization
of funds (Including
equalization funds)
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Government
Private Sector
Representative
bodies for the
business sector
Jumuiya ya Pwani
– Economic Block
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Enhance oversight on
implementation of government
development projects
Ÿ

Ÿ

Facilitate engagement
forums for local scholars
and investors from Tana
River

Ÿ

Make CIDP process more
participatory and inclusive
of local professionals

Ÿ

Delve in priority planning
for resource utilization

Ÿ

Develop and implement a
marshal plan for the
County to make it more
competitive

Ÿ

Consistency in the
implementation of value
chain addition programs
by the county government
to improve food security
and income generation for

its population
Ÿ Formulate and implement
mining bill/Act to governor
extractive industry
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While the language and public proclamation of VE points to a masculine image, VE like other
phenomenon of insecurity affects and are affected by both men and women. Recent findings show that
women have not been involved enough in P/ CVE activities. This CAP attempts to reverse that practice
and open room for women in Tana River to be part of the larger process of Preventing and Countering
Violent Extremism. This pillar enables the expansion of P/CVE champions at public and private levels of
the society. It also aids the deployment of non-coercive methods often better expressed by women.

Recommendations

Broader Issue
Ÿ

High level of

Ÿ

marginalization and
suppression of women

on parenting roles.
Ÿ

voices from development
initiatives and agenda.
Ÿ

Under representation of
women in leadership and

Ÿ

decision-making

women.
Ÿ

Retrogressive cultural
practices that
discriminate against

for increasing

representation in

in leadership roles.

leadership roles.

Sensitize and enhance

women.
Ÿ

affirmative actions

women representation

the subordination of

and County Government

Implement

women

practices that reinforce

personnel from National

Ÿ

actions for increasing

retrogressive cultural

Skewed deployment of

with a bias against

Implement affirmative

campaigns against

platforms.
Ÿ

Sensitization of women

Priority Action

Increase the number of
women in peace
structures.
Engender local
reporting mechanisms

women and socialize men
to be violent.
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Stakeholders
Lead Agency
- County Women
Member of Parliament.
CSOs
County government
National government
Office of the women
representative
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Ÿ

Increasing incidences of

Identify and support

Violence against women

women CVE

(increased cases of women

champions

slain by their men)

Ÿ

Programs to encourage
women to be active
in PCVE

While pre-dispositional factors such as poverty and proximity to Somalia and Boni forest have been used
to explain VE in Tana River. It is the question of ideology that provides the breeding ground for VE.
Ideologically motivated terrorism by non-state actors in furtherance of political objectives is by breeds
VE. The miss- interpretation of religious texts for this purpose VE has been reported in Tana River.
Broader Issue
Ÿ

Ÿ

Inter and intra

Lead Agency:

has been used to radicalize

local counter and correct

religious, and inter

Religious leaders

and recruit youth into violent

narratives.

ethnic dialogue

and interfaith groups
Clan Elders

extremism.

Ÿ

Stakeholders

Wrong interpretations of
religious texts by clerics. This Ÿ Develop and popularize

Ÿ

Priority Action

Recommendations

Ideologies on historical

Ÿ

Capacity building and
outreaches on negative

marginalization and negative

ideologies and

perceptions held by

perceptions.

communities that creates an

Inter and intra religious

environment for

and ethnic dialogue

radicalization.

forums

Religious intolerance amongst

communities
Ÿ High prevalence of Inter and
intra religious conflicts
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Ÿ

Engage the mainstream
religions to provide
right religious
education to
children/people

Ÿ

Involve and encourage
religious scholars to
become active in PCVE
and promote cohesion.

Knowledge and information about VE is often speed based on various incidents. Often, this information is
shared through mainstream media as well as citizens' journalist forums such as blogs and numerous
avenues of social media. Law alone cannot be used to regulate the way social media reports and / or
comments on VE. Creating a collective sense of purpose and belonging is useful in promoting responsible
journalism. It is in this model of responsible journalism that more accurate information, which diminishes
rather then, promote the celebratory acclaim by terror groups can be generated and disseminated
Recommendations

Broader Issue
Ÿ

Online radicalization and
recruitment

Ÿ

Rumors spread by bloggers on
impending terror attacks and
certain communities as
collaborators that contribute
to conflicts within the

communities.
Ÿ Existence of a strong oral
culture that

Ÿ

Priority Action

Enforcement of Computer Ÿ Sensitization of
misuse and cybercrime

bloggers and their

act to prevent the spread

followers on

of rumors.
Ÿ Establishment of
structures for social media
monitoring and reporting.
Ÿ Sensitization of bloggers
and their followers on
responsible reporting
appropriate messaging
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responsible reporting
appropriate
messaging

Stakeholders
Lead Agency:
NCTC
CSOs Working on
Capacity Building ,
Media practitioners ,
Bloggers
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Ÿ

County department on
ICT should be more
aggressive in
dissemination of correct
information on county
programs.

Ÿ

Utilize local bloggers to
enhance E-commerce.

Ÿ

Enhance online and
offline communication
and public awareness on
government programs
targetted to at-risk
populations to give hope

Ÿ

encourage E-commerce to
provide opportunities for
the youth

Ÿ

Pillar: Psychosocial
VE is an ideological phenomenon. At the end of the cycle, there are numerous radicalized individuals who
abandon radical groups and choose to return to the host communities in Tana River. When that happens,
there ought to be in place systems that can aid disengagement, rehabilitation and re- integration. This
process requires multi-shareholders and specialized institutions. For this to happen it may be useful to
map and train various actors in Tana River on these skills of Psychosocial support.
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Broader Issue
The County lacks

Recommendations

Adopt local peace
declaration and lobby for
legislation to support for
the implementation of the
peace declarations

psychosocial support
structures to help returnees
and victims of terrorism and

Issues

Ÿ

Due to the effects of past

incidences, many families are
traumatized on the loss of
their members.
Ÿ
Many families have lost their
members under unclear
circumstances and are yet to
be found
Ÿ

Inadequate local capacity and
family support structures for
trauma healing.

Ÿ

Lead Agencies:
Department of Cohesion
and special programs
CSOs

National government.
National Commissions

inter-ethnic violence

Ÿ

Stakeholders

County government

radicalization
Ÿ

Priority Action

Harmful cultural practices
hindering disclosure and
collaboration with state

agencies
increasing cases of poor
mental health
Ÿ
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4.4 SWOT and BEEM Analysis

Building On Strengths

Strength
Ÿ

Ethnic diversity(Multiplicity of ethnic identities

Enhance inclusivity in the social, political and economic

Ÿ

fabric of Tana river

coexisting in Tana River and represented in its
leadership)
Ÿ

Enhance respect and recognize the cultures of ethnic

Ÿ

minorities

Strong community structures (e.g. Gassa and
Matadeda) enjoying local support to resolve conflicts

Expand economic opportunities for the youth

Ÿ

and influence leadership
Ÿ

A youthful political leadership, bringing youth voices

to decision making platforms
Existing and practice indigenous cultures provides
strong identity for youth, women and elders
Ÿ

Weakness
Ÿ

Lack of adequate cooperation between communities
and government law enforcement agencies

Ÿ

Elimination Of Weakness
Ÿ

Entrench human rights approach in law enforcement

Ÿ

Develop telecommunication and road infrastructure

Ÿ

Enhance equitable access to resources and

Poor Telecommunication network coverage and
infrastructure

Ÿ

Perceived and real unresolved historical injustices

Ÿ

Cyclic, perennial and unresolved conflicts provide

opportunities
Ÿ

rule of law
Ÿ

avenue for escalation of violent extremism
Ÿ

Influx and unregulated movement of livestock into the

Porous border areas and sea fronts

Deploy the necessary manpower and increase
surveillance of common entry points

Ÿ

Tana River
Ÿ

Implement mechanism to facilitate the prevalence of

Strengthen community policing and neighborhood
programs

Ÿ

Develop strong early warning mechanism for
disaster, conflict and violent extremism

Ÿ
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Weakness
Ÿ

Retrogressive cultural practices that deter people
from sharing information

Ÿ

Weak disaster management techniques exposing the
vulnerabilities of communities

Ÿ

Unengaged and complacent religious leaders and

institutions
Ÿ Very low level of awareness on violent extremism
and radicalization amongst the populace of Tana River

Opportunities
Ÿ

Endowed with Natural resources such as Land, The
River, Flora and Fauna

Ÿ

Geo-location of Tana River within government's mega

Exploitation of Opportunities
Ÿ

Develop and implement effective Land Use plans

Develop local and internal cottage and tourism industry
Ÿ Make devolution work; decentralize to village units
Ÿ

development projects such as LAPSSET, TARDA,
Jatropha, NIB, Galana Kulalu
Ÿ

Tana is a beneficiary of Devolution and equalization
fund for marginalized counties

Mitigation for Threats
Ÿ

Implement infrastructural projects to open up remote
areas
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.1 Objectives and Key Results for the Tana
River P/CVE Action Plan
This action plan focuses on generating practical
and focused results that shall generate change and
mobilize all stakeholders in Tana River to action.
The plan is based on 5 objectives that should
contribute to the goal of reducing and ultimately
eliminating Incidents of VE and support for such
acts in Tana River.
5.2 Goals and Broad Results of P/CVE Action
Plan for Tana River County
This action plan responds to the overall goal of the
NCSVE of '…drain the pool from where the
radicalizers and violent extremisms recruit for
terror cells.' While the NSCVE is based on nine
pillars, the Tana River Action Plan have 11 pillars
that respond to local manifestations of
radicalization and violent extremism in the county.

Overall Goal: Incidents of VE and support for
such acts is reduced in Tana River
Broad Results:
1. “At risk” individuals are provided with
vocational and life skills training
2. “At risk” individuals are provided with
mentoring and religious guidance
3. Framework for integrating County
Government's Interventions into P/CVE
developed and implemented
4. Mechanisms for youth's political
socialization developed and promoted
5. CVE forums are established to enhance
collaboration between politicians, and key
state and non-state actors
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5.3 OKR Framework for Tana River
Broader Changes

Ÿ Increased number of
“At risk” individuals are provided training facilities
with vocational and life skills Ÿ providing vocational
and life skills
training
Ÿ Increased number of
youth and women with
enhanced knowledge and
skills on countering
radicalization narratives
Ÿ Increased (TOT)
knowledge-base on PCVE
Ÿ ncreased appreciation
of the cultures of the self
and the other
Ÿ Healing of people
affected by trauma
Ÿ Increased access to
counseling services
Ÿ Increased support
structures for trauma
affected people
Ÿ Reduced likelihood of
individuals being
radicalized
Ÿ De-radicalization and
reintegration of returnees
Ÿ Increased awareness on
VE, radicalization and
terrorism
Ÿ increased number of
women and youth
denouncing violent
extremism

Actors

Actions

Immediate Changes

Establishment of
vocational training
Ÿ facilities at the sub
county level
Conduct training for
youth and women on
countering radicalization
and prevention of
violent extremism
Training of TOT on
PCVE at ward level
Ÿ Establish cultural
centers to enhance
community interactions
and propagation of
positive cultural
practices
Ÿ Therapy and
counseling sessions for
affected people
Ÿ Train local
professional counselors
Ÿ Establish Counseling
and Rehabilitation wing
at Sub-county hospitals
Ÿ Establishment of
psychosocial groups to
visit and comfort
affected people
Ÿ Identification and
sensitization of selfradicalizers harmful
effects of V.E

Ÿ

Ÿ

County Government

Ÿ

National Government
NGOs

Ÿ

Local NGOs working on
Capacity building and Trainings
Ÿ Local Security Agencies

Ÿ

Ÿ

department on culture and
cohesion and the Department of
ECD
Ÿ Ministry of Education
through learning institutions
Ÿ Professional Counselors
Ÿ Faith Based Organizations
Ÿ Kenya Association of
professional Counselors
Ÿ Ministry of Health
Ÿ Kenya Association of
professional Counselors
Ÿ And NGOs and FBOs
Ÿ National Government
Administrative Officers
(NGAO), FBOs and local
NGOs
Ÿ NCTC
Religious leaders
Family and NGOs
Ÿ Local NGOs and FBOs
Ÿ NGAO
Ÿ NGOs and County
Government

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
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Increased access to higher
education by the people of
Tana river
Ÿ Increased skilled labor
force in Tana river
Ÿ Improved relations
amongst and between
communities.
Ÿ Increase ability to sponsor
higher education by at risk
groups
Ÿ Conversation on
development of local
narratives initiated
Ÿ Improved relations
amongst and between
communities
Ÿ Conversation on
development of local
narratives initiated
Ÿ Local alternative narratives
developed and discussed
Ÿ Increased awareness on
violent extremism and
radicalization
Ÿ Increased appreciation of
the cultures of the self and the
other amongst communities
and improved heritage
Ÿ Reduced number of people
affected by trauma
Ÿ Reduced likelihood of
radicalization of at risk
individuals
Ÿ Increased awareness
amongst leaders on the need
for a standard curriculum
Ÿ
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Promote national and
regional conversations on
the development of a
standard religious
curriculum
Ÿ Training of Muslim
Imams and Christian
clerics
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ministry of Education

Ÿ

NG-CDF

Elected leaders
County Government to
provide bursaries
Ÿ County Government
Ÿ Ministry of Education
Ÿ County Government
Ÿ Local NGOs and County
Government
Ÿ Local NGOs and Local
Religious Scholars County
Government
Ÿ Local NGOs and Local
Religious scholars NGAOs
Ÿ NGOs, County Government,
Religious Leaders County
Government,
Ÿ NGAOs
Ÿ Local NGOs and Local
Religious scholars
Ÿ NGOs, NGAOs, County
Government, Religious Leaders
Ÿ County government
department on culture and
cohesion council of elders
NGOs,
Ÿ NGOs working on Trauma
healing
Ÿ Kenya Association Of
Professional Councilors
Ÿ NGOs and the NCTC NGOs
working on Trauma healing
Ÿ Kenya Association of
Professional Councilors
Ÿ

Ÿ
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NGAO, County government,
NCTC and
FBOs
NCTC and Faith based
Organizations
FBOs

Enhanced relations among

Joint social tournaments

-National government,

political socialization

communities.

e.g. football, athletics etc.

County government

developed and promoted

-Maintenance of cultural

-Establish cultural centers

CSOs

heritage.

to enhance community

Local youth groups

-Reduce incidents of youth

interactions.

Council of elders

engaging in V.E.

-Barazas to sensitize

- Local elders

-Community sensitization on

community on harmful

Politicians

harmful effects of political

effects of political rumors.

-Chief

rumors.

-Train reporters on

-Media

-Media involved in prevention

harmful effects of rumors.

-Youth leaders

Ÿ

Mechanisms for youth's

of political rumors and creation -Creation of political

-Police

of political forums

forums.

-NGOs

-Increased awareness and

- Sensitize and training of

-NCTC

access to information for youth youth leaders on peace

-NSC

on peace processes

process.

-Researchers and scholars.

-Increased access to

-Establishment of

-religious institutions

information on radicalization

resources centers

and Violent Extremism.

equipped with materials

-Increased positive

on PCVE.

socialization platforms for

-Reinvigorate traditional

youth

youth socialization
structures.
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-Increased youth involvement

Initiation of intercommunity -National government,

in peace building

youth committees

County government

-Sensitized youth on

-Sensitization forums for

CSOs

retrogressive cultural practices youth on retrogressive

Local youth groups

that hinder sharing of

cultures.

Council of elders

information.

-Training of women, youth

- Local elders

-Increased sermons by clerics

and religious leaders

Politicians

that denounce violent

-Training of Muslim Imams -Chief

extremism

and Christian clerics
-Promote national and
-Increased number of youth
regional conversations on a
denouncing violent extremism
standard religious
-Increased number of women curriculum

-Media
-Youth leaders
-Police
-NGOs

and youth denouncing violent

-NCTC

extremism

-NSC

-Increased sermons by clerics

-Researchers and scholars.

that denounce violent

-religious institutions

extremism
-Encourage intercultural and
interethnic marriages
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Women groups

Framework for Integrating
County government and
interventions in to P/CVE
developed and implemented

-Council of elder
-Social services
-Politicians
- National government
-Council of elders
-CSOs
-Peace committees
-Media society
-County government
-National police service.
-Sub County Security and
Intelligence committee
Divisional SIC and locational
peace committees
-NCTC
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-Increased cases of violators

-Identification/formation of

being prosecuted.

peace declaration committees

-Improved working relations

in each ward to implement

between the judiciary and the

peace declarations.

community on Violent

-Hold dialogue forums

Extremism.

between the police and the

-Increased access to justice by

community

suspects of violent extremism

-Training of community
peace structures (peace
committee, community
policing and nyumba kumi
initiate)
-Advocate for the
establishment of training
facilities at the Sub-county
level
-Documentation of recent
injustices perpetrated by the
police and lobby for
restorative justice programs
- Lobby and facilitate the
IPOA to conduct
investigations
-Stakeholder's forums to
build relations between
security forces and the
community -
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-Reconstitute the Court
Users committees in Tana
River-Sensitize court users
committee on PCVE.

CVE Forums are established to

-National government

enhance collaboration between

-County government

key state and non state actors

-CSOs

(County and National

-Local youth groups

Government)

- Council of elders
- county government and
County security and
intelligence committee
- Media society
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Ward-level public
sensitization barazas on
Violent extremism,
radicalization, and
terrorism.
- Sensitization and
empowerment of Gasa,
Matadeda and Mabongolo
on peace building.
- Train reporters on
harmful effects of rumors
- Reinforcement of the
Media Act 2013.
- Implement reports and
recommendations on
documented historical
injustices
- Sensitize court users
committee on PCVE
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County Commissioner and
Formation of county
County and National
directorate on
Government Officials
Governor
working together on PCVE countering violent
And NGOs in Tana River
extremism that
coordinates with the
NCTC on such matters

CVE forums are
established to
enhance
collaboration
between key state
and non-state
actors (County
and National
government)

NGAO and County
government

County and National
Government
undertaking joint
ventures on PCVE

Fast track the formulation
of the county CVE
Engagement Forum

Multiagency
Coordination
centers established
in the County

Constitute a MultiAgency
coordination Centre
for CVE within the
three sub county

Political leaders
involved in peace and
CVE efforts

Lobby for involvement of
leaders in peace and CVE
processes

County Commissioner
and Governor

Incidents of hate and
dangerous speech
documented

Continuous monitoring and
reporting of hate and
dangerous speech

NGOs working in Tana
River and NCIC, and
NSC
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5.4 Implementation and Coordination Mechanisms of CVE Action Plans
The context of Tana River seems to require conversations and concerted efforts by various stakeholders who
should be constituted through careful and consultative processes. Ultimately, these stakeholders shall
require to converge together under the leadership of the County Commissioner and the Governor. Once
converged, the team should bring together a forum constituting of other key state department and non- state
actors as mapped in this action plan. This forms an apex body that is called the Tana River County P/CVE
Forum.

County CVE Engagement Forum
{CC} {Governor} {CSOs} {FBOs} {Judiciary & GoK Departments}}

Secretariat
CULTURE &
HERITAGE

ARTS &
CULTURE

FAITH
BASED &
IDEOLOGIES

INCLUSION &
DEVELOPMENT

PSYCHOSOCIAL

EDUCATION

RULE OF
LAW

GENDER &
CHILD
PROTECTION

ECONOMIC

SECURITY

POLITICAL

ACCESS TO
INFORMATION

LEGAL &
POLICY

MEDIA &
ONLINE

TRAINING
&
CAPACITY
BUILDING

SUB COUNTY CVE ENGAGEMENT FORUM
{DCC} {Sub-county Admin} {CSOs} {FBOs} {Judiciary & GoK Departments}}

Secretariat

ARTS &
CULTURE

FAITH
BASED &
IDEOLOGIES

PSYCHOSOCIAL

EDUCATION

GENDER &
CHILD
PROTECTION

ECONOMIC
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SECURITY

POLITICAL

LEGAL &
POLICY

MEDIA &
ONLINE

TRAINING
&
CAPACITY
BUILDING
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5.5. Composition of the County CVE
Engagement
This shall be the top tier implementation body. This
shall comprise of the following 20 representatives
of CVE stakeholders in the County. The County
Commissioner and the Governor will convene the
Tana River CVE engagement Forum as joint chairs
according to the Guidelines to Developing County
Action Plan (GCDCAP) which will bring together
the key stakeholders in Tana River County. The
Engagement forum shall adopt a multi stakeholder
approach as guided below
Members shall include:
· County police commander
· NIS ,PRISONS,KWS,
· Chief Officer Department of Cohesion
· Representative of CSOs from the four
pillar clusters
· Business Community/private sector
· Religious leader/interfaith groups
· Representative of the Judiciary
· Representative of PWDs
· DCC from the sub counties
· 6 representatives of the council elders and
Kings from various communities
The two thirds gender rule shall guide the
composition of the CVE engagement forum. The
Forum shall meet quarterly
5.5.1 The Secretariat to the Forum
Secretariat of the CVE forum shall be the institution
charged with managing the running of the day to
day affairs of the forum and administrative
functions: The secretariat shall comprise of the
A representative from the office of the County
Commissioner, the chief officer department of
cohesion, and a representative of the CSOs

5.5.2 Sub County CVE Forum
This shall be the second tier implementation body
for the Tana River Action Plan. This shall be
convened and co-chaired by the Deputy County
Commissioner and the Sub County Administrator,
and shall comprise of 20 members drawn from:
· All pillar Leads shall be represented at the
sub county level (11 members)
· 5 members drawn from ward/sub county
peace committees
· 1 Persons with Disability
· 2 persons representing local council of
elders
5.5.3. The Annual CVE Convention
There shall be convened an Annual CVE
Convention chaired by the County Commissioner
and the Governor. This Annual CVE Convention
to bring on board all CVE actors in Tana River
County to deliberate on the status of
implementation of the Action Plan and plan for the
implementation of the subsequent year in line with
the implementation matrix of this action Plan
5.6Pillar Clusters
There are numerous issues of concern that enable,
drive, and contribute to the cases of radicalization
and support for violent extremist in Tana River.
While these have been captured in the various
pillars, it may serve well for the Tana River P/CVE
Forum to organize around sub-groups. This shall
make it easier for them to realize the objectives.
Below is an organizing of the various pillars.
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1

Faith based and Ideological, Psychosocial
2

Gender and Child Protection, Economic,
Education

3

, Training and Capacity

4

Building

5.7Mandate of the County CVE Engagement
Forum
The main role of the County CVE Engagement
Forum is to steer the implementation of strategies in
the Tana River C/PVE Action Plan. Specifically,
their tasks is to guide in the implementation of
activities that shall fulfill the following objectives
of Tana River CAP:
1. “At risk” individuals are provided with
vocational and life skills training
2. “At risk” individuals are provided with
mentoring and religious guidance
3. Framework for integrating county
Government's Interventions into P/CVE
developed and implemented
4. Mechanisms for youth's political
socialization developed and promoted
5. CVE forums are established to enhance
collaboration between politicians, key state
and non-state actors

In pursuing the above objectives, there should be
efforts to reduce duplication and focus given on the
priority pillars to secure higher impact. Such
efforts should contribute to the following intents of
the NSCVE:
1. Countering violent extremist ideologies
such as salafi-jihadism, violent cultism and
separatism.
2. Promoting patriotism centering on Kenya's
nationhood and strengthen citizenship.
3. Enhancing government (national and
county) support to local communities that
are targeted by violent extremists.
4. Developing radicalization early warning
and early intervention measures with due
regard to risk assessment and security of
the individual and their immediate
environment.
5. With due regard to security imperatives,
coordinated action and existing mandates
should seek to support rehabilitation
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and reintegration efforts for individuals who
disengage from violent extremism.
6. Developing expertise in non-coercive
approaches and expertise against
radicalization within security and
government agencies.
7. Relevant MDAs should ensure the
effective utilization of law enforcement to
deter and prosecute radicalizers, and to
protect communities and citizens from
intimidation by violent extremists.
8. There should be continuous research on the
evolution and manifestation of violent
extremist ideologies, organizational
models, and radicalization methodologies.
9. Prevention and countering of violent
extremism should offer clear pathways and
guidelines for stakeholder engagement.
5.8 Learning
Quarterly CEF meetings will be used as avenues
for continuous learning and sharing of information.
This will also be done through monthly monitoring
reports and stakeholders activity reports. To
achieve this effectively, the CEF shall ensure that
the capacity of partners is built to document lessons
learnt and share information. Learning will be done
at various levels, such as peer to peer (among
stakeholders), CEF and stakeholders, CEF,
partners and development partners, from NCTC
and other CVE actors, and both locally and
internationally.

Exchange visits and information sharing will be
key learning strategies. Inter-county learning will
also be encouraged.
5.9 Reporting
Stakeholders and monitoring reports will be done
monthly. Review of reports will be done annually,
while evaluation reports will be done mid and end
term. To improve the quality of reporting, baseline
and target indicators will be established and
compared with actual indicators annually. Various
reports will be shared with the national and county
governments, and key stakeholders from local and
international arena.
5.10 Evaluation
An independent mid-term evaluation will be done
th
during the 2.5 year of implementing the TCAP. A
final independent evaluation will be conducted not
later than 6 months after the expiry of the five years
of the TCAP. The final evaluation report will form
the next TCAP.
5.11 Conclusion
The Tana County Action Plan is a very important
first step towards eradicating radicalization and
violent extremism in Tana River County. What is
demonstrated in this Plan is that the long-standing
practices of violence in Tana River have generated
a space where violence is normalized. This
normalization of violence provide fertile ground
for radicalization and possible violent extremism.
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It could also be that the never ending inter-ethnic
fights have provided room for the Mombasa
Republic Council (MRC) and the terror cells to
recruit and get sympathizers
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Annex 1: IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
The overall goal of the TCAP is to enhance partnership in the implementation of Constitutional
values and principles of governance in Tana River County in order to prevent and counter violent
extremism.
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Strategic Objective 3: To enhance county cohesion and integration especially between persons of
different faiths and language groups.
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